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“Harem Pants Seek Quiet Life at Home…
But not too quiet. A sumptuous throw quilt of vintage velvets—one from  a retired pair of harem pants!—
backed in pearly faux shearling invites you to throw yourself under it, throw away cares, throw caution to 
the wind…Velvets in deep burgundy and mossy green play tic-tac-toe with  richly textured decorator 
chenilles and elegant silk damask. Lined with a single layer of organic cotton batting, hand-tied with silk.”

Catalog, Throws of Desire

“Bison is a dream come true for those who love beef but suffer from high cholesterol. The meat is slightly 
sweeter than beef, and its vital statistics are sweeter still…”

“Where the Buffalo Roam,” Mountain Living Magazine 1996

“The classic beauty of genuine hardwood brings quiet elegance to a busy home…Bruce pre-finished 
hardwood flooring combines the sophisticated charm and polished warmth of solid wood with 
technologically advanced easy-care finishes to stand up to active lifestyles and last a lifetime.”

Promotional brochure, Baker Interiors

“Have you ever watched a pod of humpback whales bubble-net feeding on krill? Or heard the roar of a 
glacier calving at four a.m.? The sun will just be peeking over the horizon…Alaska’s secrets are often 
enshrouded in a veil of clouds, its bounty hidden beneath the sea….’The wildlife and fish don’t run on 
schedule,’ says Captain Jim Bruce. ‘So we don’t, either.’”

National promotion for yacht cruises, Justice Enterprises

“Cheesemaking has come a long way since 8,000 B.C., when a man set out on a foot journey carrying his 
milk supply over his shoulder in a calf’s stomach. The rennet in the stomach lining, the hot sun, and the 
motion of walking resulted in a big surprise when he opened the sack to find not milk, but curds and whey. 
In those days, doubling production capacity simply meant carrying two bags instead of one. It’s a little 
more complicated now. Expanding and upgrading a food processing plant in today’s market means 
guaranteeing minimal downtime, low cost, easy maintenance, and room for future growth….”

 Marketing Kit, Power Engineers

“Ahead of me, on a split snowboard, Marc broke trail up the snowfield. Our dogs plunged ahead of him 
like dolphins cresting the waves at a ship’s hull, disappearing completely beneath the snow before their 
noses popped back out. It was March, and the sweet, piney smell of rising sap had followed us through 
the forest until, in the previous hour, we’d climbed above spring and reentered winter. Lodgepoles and 
hemlocks had given way to stubby spruce, still bundled in snow and hunched like gnomes caught in 
migration, heads down, froze, silent, heading south with the wind.”

“Snowed Inn,” Sun Valley Magazine, 2004

 “Three Dudes Micro Microbrewery makes beer under quite clean conditions, in the kitchen. Our brewery 
is not powered by wind power, but we break wind and we feel that this counts. Each batch is aged in 
plastic in the garage, then bottled by fairly competent people, and capped by a man wearing a cap.”

Fine print on bottle label, Three Dudes Micro Microbrewery, Ketchum, ID 

“We can’t all be born with mittens on.”
Slogan for Snow Dogs women and children’s fleece goods, whose logo 
is an a very wool Old English sheepdog in the snow


